
ACTIVITY : what is Prehistory ?stages of `Prehistory ; Hominization and human evolution 

Activity : fill in the blank 

 Aim : Learn about fossil evidence for human evolution 

 Identify major fossil groups : Australopithecus, Homo habilis, Homo erectus, Homo 

neanderthalesis, and Homo sapiens 

 Identify major characteristics selected for in hominid evolution “bidepalism and a large 

brain” and the adaptive advantages of each 

Interaction : group, small groups and pairs 

Skill focus : listening and speaking 

Language focus : The Prehistory started…. The Palaeolithic started… 

The Australopithecus were shorter than homo habilis……Their brain was bigger ; the Homo 

habilis were taller than …..their brain was smaller than….As a result of the discovery of fire…. 

Preparation : hot potatoes activity fill in the blank , a listening , a worksheet 

Activating prior knowledge :  all group 

Project three images of life in the Prehistory  : from an Australopithecus to homo sapiens 

evolution image (a time line on human evolution), a stone tool and a cave paining. After five 

minutes for students to brainstorm associated words and phrases, accept some L1 and 

translate. They predict what they will learn about in the history lesson. Write Prehistory on the 

board and explain the meaning (pre=before history), as well as, Palaeolithic Age (palaeo : 

ancient + lithios = stone) and tell them that is a Greek word. Ask them to guess what Neolithic 

means (new stone).  

Draw a time line on the board with the names of the periods of prehistory 

 

 

 



 

 

 

TIMELINE PERIODS OF PREHISTORY 

   

 

 

 

 

 

TIMELINE THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN BEINGS 

 

      



 

 Write the following words on the board : primates, hominids, bipeds, hominization, hostil, 

cannibalism, ancestors, first early men, bifaces, hunting, gathering, fishing, stone tools, fine 

tools. Use pictures/word cards to explain the meaning. This will give the teacher a starting 

point for introducing the concept of human evolution.  

Procedure 

All group : Learners first look at the picture “time line on brain size human evolution” and 

“time line human evolution”. Elicit what they can see and ask them if they think that humans 

evolve from apes and what makes us humans.  Identify every stage in the human lineage and 

ask why a large brain is so important in the human being evolution. Present a Power Point by 

the teacher explaining the process of hominization  

 

 

 

In small groups, students work with a partner from the same group. Listen activity about 

human evolution twice. Fill in the blank activity hot potatoes. Using the information from the 

picture “time line on brain size human evolution” and “time line on human evolution” 

complete the table in the worksheet (open activity number five in clilstore). Using the 

previous information complete the timeline. Monitor and help as required giving language 

support. 

 

 


